HOW CAN YOU
ORDER?
Already in use by the majority of our
customers, our online ordering facility is
quick and easy and allows you to process
an order for any of our products - stock
or surfaced. You can order all uncut and
cut lenses online at lenses.jaikudo.com
Call +44 (0) 2087 329 600 or send a fax to
+44 (0) 2087 329 601 to order all lenses
and services.
Alternatively, email your order to
info@jaikudo.com

ORDER DISPATCH SCHEDULE
Order type

Stock lenses

Surfaced lenses

Surfaced lenses with AR

Same day*

3rd working day

4th working day

Glazed - full rim and supra**

+ 1 working day

+ 1 working day

+ 1 working day

Glazed - rimless**

+ 2 working days

+ 2 working days

+ 2 working days

Lenses only

* Same day dispatch for stock lenses based on Jai Kudo Lenses receiving order by 5pm. Subject to availability.
** Glazed jobs based on Jai Kudo Lenses receiving the order before 12pm

Call us on +44 (0) 2087 329 600 or visit lenses.jaikudo.com

REMOTE EDGING & GLAZING
FRAME TRACE FILES
If you send a frame trace file for a patients frame choice with their lens
order it guarantees ultimate efficiency. The lenses will be cut to shape
in accordance with the frame trace file and returned to your practice for
lens insertion. Alternatively, if you send us the frame using the ‘frame to
follow’ option, we will glaze the job and return it to you.

REMOTE EDGE FILES
As well as having our own tracers
to offer, we can accept a remote
edge file from a number of
different tracers which you may
already have in practice. This
allows us to accept traces for the
vast majority of frames on the
market including full rim, supra and rimless.
When you have a patient with a high combination of spherical and
cylinder powers, it is best to send the job to our glazing team to glaze.
However, we suggest calling the customer service team to discuss this.
In addition, there are certain frame types that are not always suitable for
tracing through remote edgers. These can include double rim frames,
inline supra frames, shallow frames with a depth of less than 22mm and
frames with a high degree of wrap angle.
For frames that are difficult to trace or for orders where you require
powers outside of +/-7.00 sphere and over -3 cyls, we strongly suggest
you send the frame and lens order to our onsite glazing team.

GLAZING
The Jai Kudo Lenses glazing team is a self-sufficient department
equipped with state-of-the-art edging machines, our own stock of frames
from brands within the Millmead Optical Group and staff with skill sets
that enables us to glaze even the most challenging frames.

Call us on +44 (0) 2087 329 600 or visit lenses.jaikudo.com

